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A B S T R A C T

No doubt that medical data sharing is very crucial but important in realizing cross-hospital diagnosis and 
improving research development. In traditional mechanisms, there always exists a tradeoff between correctness 
of medical data and patient privacy. Here we are going to introduce the concept of blockchain and smart contract 
to build up an electronic medical record sharing mechanism: medical blockchain. Specifically, we have imple-
mented the medical record sharing through cryptography design. Simulations have demonstrated that the cor-
rectness of medical data and privacy of patient can be guaranteed through the adoption of blockchain, while the 
integrity of a specific patient can be achieved via the smart contract control. Furthermore, the proposed medical 
blockchain can resist the potential Internet attack simulated by the formal verification. Thus, no leakage of 
patient identity occurs, and the tradeoff could be eliminated effectively without the modification of current 
hospital devices according to the simulation results.   

1. Introduction

With the explosive development of technology and the Internet
communication, the electronic health record (EHR) is widely applied in 
medical field [1, 2]. This can help each hospital effectively sharing the 
medical data, such as evidence-based medicine (EBM). EBM is a pro-
cedure to systematically review the clinic research findings and patient 
knowledge for assisting the optimum clinic care to patient. Basically, the 
clinical decision support system (CDSS) is used to implement EBM which 
is a program-based artificial intelligence in medical data system. When 
the system acquires more patient knowledge, it is able to offer the better 
predict accuracy for medical diagnosis. Accordingly, we learn that the 
EHR is important in both EBM and CDSS fields [34]. The exchange data 
directly transmitted via the Internet, however, is insecure. Therefore, 
the United States Congress has passed the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Acts (HIPAA) since 1996, which is the most signifi-
cant and integrated standard for EHR [3]. The EHR contains the entire 
health message of an individual, such as medical record, medical image, 
and health examination [4, 5]. All of medical information relating to 
electronic process have to comply with HIPAA, including healthcare 
organizations and healthcare clearinghouses. There are two main ideas 
of HIPAA, privacy and security regulations, which describe how to avoid 
improper violation and unauthenticated disclosure of EHR. First, the 

privacy regulation depicts that a patient owns right to manage and un-
derstand the usage of his/her medical information [6, 7]. In other words, 
each EHR content shall not be disclosed to the public without permission 
of the patient. Furthermore, privacy regulation determines the baseline 
of de-identification [8, 9]. No one has the ability to learn the true status 
of the patient from EHR, especially for a medical researcher. Second, the 
security regulation has three safeguards: administrative, physical, and 
technical, in which it is used for ensuring the confidentiality (C), 
integrity (I), and availability (A) of EHR during the processes of storage, 
access, and transmission. 

Undoubtedly, the adoption of EHR has brought feasible solutions for 
physical health record, i.e. preservation and messy handwriting. More-
over, it has strengthened the medical data sharing platform to improve 
the quality of cross-hospital diagnosis and effectiveness of correspond-
ing research. Based on the circumstance of cross-hospital diagnosis with 
EHR, a patient can reduce the time cost and retain the effective diagnosis 
since he/she needs not to examine the duplicate medical checkup. In the 
aspect to the doctor, he/she has the ability to offer reliable diagnosis due 
to learning the previous prescription of the patient. For medical research 
development, the researcher is able to explore the specific disease 
through analyzing the rich EHRs. Consequently, the patient can obtain a 
better treatment. 

Nevertheless, there always exists a tradeoff between correctness of 
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medical data and patient privacy through the traditional mechanisms 
[10–15]. In 2001, Ausanka-crues has investigated multiple access con-
trol of cloud data sharing mechanism [10]. In contrast, the function of 
discretionary access control allows user to elevate privilege of anyone. 
This might increase the probability of embedding Trojan by hacker. 
Thus, the secure verification is hard to be implemented. After that, Liu 
et al. have proposed a multi-owner data sharing play, which is able to 
manage the data according to the different authorities of owners [11]. 
The owner category is divided into two types, the original data owner 
and the person who is able to use data, the so-called user. Unfortunately, 
the valid data will be disclosed once a malicious cloud server launches 
collusion attack with revoked user. Therefore, the method of Liu et al. 
cannot preserve the essential of confidentiality. Later on, Muthukumar 
and Nandhini have tried to transfer medical data to user in cipher based 
on polynomial interpolation function. However, the transferred data 
might suffer from the tampering attack during sharing procedure [12]. 
That is, a legal user cannot reveal the correct data to satisfy the verifi-
cation of integrity. Subsequently, Zhu and Jiang have introduced an 
anti-collusion attack data sharing scheme based on Delov-Yao model 
and asymmetric cryptosystem [13], in which a revoked user cannot store 
any data for reaching confidentiality. However, Ganesh et al. have found 
that Zhu and Jiang method cannot resist the man-in-the-middle attack 
and data tampering attack since the server does not verify the registra-
tion message from user [14]. 

Aside from researches, the reality of Healthcare IT News exists 
medical data leakage [15]. The leakage data include name, social se-
curity number (SSN), address, and license plate. It is due to BJC 
HealthCare, which is a non-profit organization, misses correct configu-
ration on cloud server. The despiteful attacker has the ability to access 
the information of valid user. That is, the feature of confidentiality 
cannot be confirmed. The willingness of sharing EHR might be reduced 
since the patient may suffer from the massive loss of finance and life. 
Hence, preserving privacy and security of EHR in data sharing platform 
is an important and emergent mission. 

For summarizing, there exist above issues of anonymity, privacy, 
confidentiality, availability, and integrity in current EHR data sharing 
schemes. Therefore, we are going to introduce the concept of blockchain 
and smart contract to build up an electronic medical record sharing 
mechanism: medical blockchain. The architecture is displayed in Fig. 1. 
The group of peer includes patient, hospital, and researcher institute. A 
patient uploads the de-identification EHR to medical blockchain, then 
hospital and research institute can access EHR. The correctness of 
medical data can be guaranteed through the adoption of blockchain [16, 

17], while the integrity of a specific patient can be achieved via the 
smart contract control [18]. Also, the proposed medical blockchain 
complies with HIPAA. The EHR in medical blockchain have to acquire 
the authority of the patient. In particular, the privacy of patient is 
inherited from the anonymity of blockchain. Thus, no leakage of patient 
identity occurs, and the tradeoff could be eliminated effectively without 
the modification of current hospital devices according to the simulation 
results, including analysis of potential attacks and property achieve-
ments. Following, we conclude the fundamental properties of a security 
data sharing platform, which shall be confirmed for medical scenario.  

• Anonymity: This property is to enable a patient to share medical data
on the blockchain via an anonymous identity. Namely, the true
identity needs not to be public or verified.

• Confidentiality: This essential is to ensure that only an authorized
user can access data.

• Availability: The availability is to examine the functionality of the
system.

• Privacy: This is for confirming the privacy regulation of HIPAA.
• Immutability: This issue is to guarantee that no one can tamper the

data content.
• Unforgeability: This property is to confirm that a pair of data and

corresponding signature cannot be forged.
• Integrity: This feature indicates that the stored data is unable to be

tampered. Besides, the malicious attacker cannot forge the real
transferred data.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The details of pre-
liminary are depicted in Section 2. The proposed scheme and perfor-
mance analysis are explained in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. We make 
conclusions in Section 5. 

2. Preliminaries

Before explaining the details of the new mechanism, we first intro-
duce the complied HIPAA regulations in Section 2.1. Next, we briefly 
describe the core concepts of blockchain and smart contract in Sections 
2.2 and 2.3, respectively. 

2.1. Health insurance portability and accountability acts 

HIPAA regulations are defined for integrating the medical data, 
which all medical institutions, data exchange centers, and staffs must 

Fig. 1. The architecture of medical blockchain.  
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comply with. Among regulations, privacy and security rules have been 
concerned in the medical blockchain environment as they are relevant to 
personal health management. Furthermore, NIST has released the 
cybersecurity framework for improving critical infrastructure [31], 
which is a common language for organization communication. Then, the 
Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has announced a crosswalk document to 
identify the mappings between the cybersecurity framework and HIPAA 
security rule [31]. Note that the entities regulated by HIPAA must 
comply with the HIPAA security rule in the healthcare space. 

2.1.1. Privacy rule 
This regulation has declared the right of a patient to learn how to 

disclose and use the personal medical information [4, 5]. More precisely, 
the patient shall be able to determine and understand the usage of 
personal treatment data. In case that an institution has released a patient 
record without commission, it has violated the privacy rule. In partic-
ular, the standard of de-identification has also been included in the rule 
[6, 7]. Even a patient has agreed to release corresponding EHRs for 
specific usage, no one shall be able to link these data to the original 
owner [8, 9]. 

2.1.2. Security rule 
The security regulation has determined how to store, access, and 

transfer EHRs to guarantee if these records have been well-protected. It 
applies three strategies to achieve the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of EHRs, including administrative safeguards, physical 
safeguards, and technical safeguards. 

Administrative safeguards: It contains the political policy, 
deployment procedure, and the training program of medical staffs. All 
members have to follow the defined procedure to mitigate the risk from 
man-made mistakes. 

Physical safeguards: It concerns the hardware maintenance and 
equipment protection. Thus, physical damage and unauthorised access 
can be prevented to secure EHR. 

Technical safeguards: It refers to the design of electronic health 
record mechanism. The system shall be able to preserve the confiden-
tiality, integrity, and availability of EHR [38]. 

2.2. Blockchain 

The blockchain has played an important role to confirm the privacy 
of patient and immutability of EHR in the new medical system, which is 
a distributed system for data storage [16, 17]. The blockchain is applied 

in distinct fields, such as smart grid [19], double auction [20], and 
agricultural supply chain [21]. Each participant in blockchain network 
is named as a node. Once a transaction between nodes has been 
launched, the hash value of transaction data will be broadcasted to the 
network [35]. Concerning to the efficiency and data protection, we have 
applied the consortium blockchain to the new mechanism, consisting of 
patient, hospital, and medical research institution. A patient uploads 
EHR to the blockchain, while hospitals and medical centers can access 
the data and have to provide the computation power to maintain the 
chain. A brief block structure is depicted in Fig. 2, while the parameters 
used in block are defined in Table 1. 

The account creation in blockchain network relies on elliptic curve 
digital signature algorithm [22]. It is considered as the node identity in 
transactions and consists of a pair of public and private keys. A node 
employs the private key to encrypt the transaction content for confir-
mation, while others can apply the public key to verify the transaction. 
The main characteristics of blockchain are highlighted as follows. 

De-centralized: The transaction data have been verified and recor-
ded in blocks. All nodes share the responsibility for maintaining the 
block content; thus, it is unnecessary to introduce a trusted third party or 
centralized node to deal with transactions. 

Immutability: Each block contains the hash value of previous block 
contents. In case that an attacker tries to tamper the data, this attempt 
must be detected soon as other nodes will learn the inequivalent hash 
results of the subsequent transactions. 

Unforgeability: Without the legal private key, an attacker is unable 
to make up a pair of message and corresponding signature. 

Anonymity: The public and private key pair has been used to 

Fig. 2. The structure of a block.  

Table 1 
The parameters defined in a block.  

Name Definition 

Block header The hash value of Previous hash, Timestamp, Nonce, and Merkle root 
calculated by SHA256. 

Previous 
hash 

The previous Block header value. 

Timestamp The time of block establishment. 
Nonce The difficulty of PoW. 
TX n The nth transaction. 
Hash x It is the hash value of TX n. 
Merkle root The hash value from two adjacent Hash x using the Merkle tree 

algorithm, which contains a summary of all transactions in a block. 
For example, the hash values Hash 1 and Hash 2 are combined to 
create Hash 12.  
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validate a node so that no one can trace the real identity. 
Transparency: All nodes have shared the block contents so that the 

data are transparent to consortium members. 

2.3. Smart contract 

The smart contract used in the new mechanism is to aggregate 
medical information of an individual patient. This can help researchers 
obtaining a continuous observation of the patient. The concept has been 
first proposed by Szabo in 1997 [18]. Szabo encouraged people to define 
the transaction content in a program language, and it is performed 
automatically by a computer. Integrating the smart contract with 
blockchain [23], the code defined in the contract cannot been illegally 
tampered to achieve the fairness of a transaction. The flowchart of smart 
contract is shown in Fig. 3, and the parameters used in contract are listed 
in Table 2. The content of current smart contract is written in solidity 
language. The certified content is kept in blockchain. A user employs 
Externally Owned Account (EOA) to be the node identity. A contract is 
triggered via the address and specific regulations, such as value and 
state. There are two types of contract execution. The first one is a trigger 
event, including property transfer or data deposition, while the second 
one is to call other contract to achieve specific goal. Without loss of 
generality, a smart contract can be applied to more complicated 
brand-new scenarios, such as copyright grant [24], crowdfunding [25], 
and lottery game [26]. Taking the scenario of vending machine for 
instance, a program has been written to determine the output product. 
Then the results shall be pushed to the public. People who agree with the 
price can put the money in and push the button. When the conditions of 
the contract are reached, the program will automatically output the 
corresponding beverage; otherwise, it returns money to user. This has 
illustrated the fact that a transaction can be well-handled through a 
smart contract voluntarily, as shown in Algorithm 1. 

3. Proposed scheme

In this section, we describe the medical blockchain with data sharing
and privacy preserving of EHR using a scenario instance. The proposed 
scheme consists of two phases: registration and diagnosis in Sections 3.1 
and 3.2, respectively. In the beginning, a patient (Alice) has to register a 
smart card with the Health Care Authority (HCA) which is the health 
information administration department under the Ministry of Health 
and Welfare [27]. HCA is in charge of the smart card registration and 
distribution. Each smart card records the corresponding health infor-
mation of a patient. After that, the medical officer is able to identify the 
patient by his/her smart card in a hospital. Notations used in the pro-
posed scheme are defined in Table 3. 

Fig. 3. The flowchart of smart contract.  

Table 2 
The parameter of smart contract.  

Name Definition 

Value The number of virtual currency. 
State The current state of the smart contract, which is updated by executing a 

transaction. 
Functions The executions for different purposes. 
Address An address on the blockchain network for identifying a particular 

place.  

Algorithm 1 
Vending machine instance.  

Input: Coin, button 

Output: Beverage 
Begin 
1. contract vendor_machine 
2. beverage_price = 1 
3. received_money = 0 
4. button = False 
5. 
6. function buying(coin, button) 
7. IF coin == beverage_price and button == True 
8. release_beverage() 
end  

Table 3 
Notations.  

Notations Description 

x User x. 
SSNx Social security number (SSN) of x. 
PIx Personal identifiers of x, such as name, SSN, telephone number, 

and address. 
QIx Quasi-identifiers of x, such as gender, age, blood group, and 

allergy. 
PWx The password of x. 
P1

x, P2
x, P3

x, 
P4

x 
The registration parameters of x computed by HCA, where P1

x = h 
(PWx)⊕(PIx||QIx), P2

x = h(PWx)⊕SSNx, P3
x = h(PWx)⊕SKx, and P4

x 

= h(PIx||QIx). 
EHRx Electronic health record of x, where EHRx = PIx||QIx||DC||t. 
EHRde Alice De-identification electronic health record of x, where EHRde x=

QIx||DC||t. 
DC Diagnosis content. 
t Timestamp. 
h() One-way hash function of SHA256. 
⊕ The exclusive-or operation. 
|| The concatenation operation. 
SKx/PKx The private/public key of x. 
ESKx (m)/ 

EPKx (m)  
The asymmetric encryption and decryption of message m with SKx 

and PKx, respectively. 
addressx Blockchain address of x.  
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3.1. Registration phase 

Alice goes to HCA for acquiring a smart card. The flowchart is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

Step 1. Alice provides SSNAlice, PIAlice, QIAlice, and PWAlice to register 
with HCA. 

Step 2. If yes, HCA accepts the registration request, it creates a new 
smart contract account for her, including SKAlice, PKAlice, and addressAlice. 
Next, HCA computes and embeds P1

Alice, P2
Alice, P3

Alice, P4
Alice, PKAlice, 

and addressAlice into the corresponding smart card. The computed pa-
rameters are also stored in HCA database. Finally, HCA issues the smart 
card to Alice. 

3.2. Diagnosis phase 

The diagnosis phase has three stages, the first consultation, the 
follow-up consultation, and emergency situation, as explained in Sec-
tions 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3. The flowchart of the diagnosis phase is 
shown in the Fig. 5. 

3.2.1. The first consultation 
The first consultation means that a patient goes to the hospital for the 

first time. After completing the registration phase, Alice can go to the 
hospital with her smart card. The flowchart of the first consultation is 
shown in Fig. 5, which consists of four steps, login, diagnosis, authori-
zation, and verification. 

Step 1. Alice inserts her smart card into the device and enters PWAlice. 
Then, the diagnosis system computes the following parameters, PIAlice’|| 
QIAlice’ = h(PWAlice)⊕P1

Alice and P4
Alice’. If P4

Alice’ = P4
Alice holds, the 

identity of Alice is successfully authenticated. Later, the system filters 
and displays PIAlice and QIAlice to the doctor’s computer. 

Step 2. After the diagnosis, the doctor generates EHRAlice and signs it 
ESKDoctor (EHRAlice). Subsequently, the doctor obtains SSNAlice from PIAlice, 
and stores SSNAlice, EHRAlice, and ESKDoctor (EHRAlice) into the hospital 
database as a record for this consultation. Note that the doctor can 
provide the advanced cure from learning PIAlice and QIAlice to avoid 
allergic reaction in prescribing the medicine. 

Step 3. If Alice is willing to share record of the first consultation to 
research institutions, she needs to store EHR in her contract account. 
Alice must insert the smart card into the device and key in PWAlice. The 
hospital system reveals PIAlice’||QIAlice’ = h(PWAlice)⊕P1

Alice and P4
Alice’. 

Then, the system verifies whether P4
Alice’ = P4

Alice. If it holds, the system 
obtains SSNAlice and further searches for EHRAlice through SSNAlice in its 
database. Next, the system calculates EHRde Alice for de-identification 
and sign the signature ESKHospital (EHRde Alice). Also, Alice signs and 
stores ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)) with the corresponding 
certificate, which includes PKAlice, to medical blockchain according to 
addressAlice. 

Step 4. The other peers of medical blockchain, hospitals and research 
institutions, verify whether the DPKAlice (ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital 

(EHRde Alice))) ?= EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice) and 
DPKHospital (ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)) ?= EHRde Alice via relevant certificate 
once they receive the broadcast information. If both equations hold, the 

sharing of EHRde Alice is confirmed. 

3.2.2. The follow-up consultation 
The follow-up consultation represents that a patient needs healthcare 

service again, such as returning visit examination, making an appoint-
ment in different outpatient departments, and going to another hospital. 
The procedure of the follow-up consultation is similar to Section 3.2.1. 
Only steps of login and authentication are minor different, as described 
in the following, while the diagnosis and verification steps keep the 
same. Also, the diagram is similar to Fig. 5. 

Step of login: Alice inserts her smart card into the device and enters 
PWAlice. Then, the diagnosis system computes the following parameters, 
PIAlice’||QIAlice’ = h(PWAlice)⊕P1

Alice and P4
Alice’. If P4

Alice’ = P4
Alice is 

valid, the identity of Alice is successfully authenticated. The system 
applies SSNAlice to search whether EHRAlice exists in its database or not. 
Also, the system seeks whether EHRde Alice is in medical blockchain 
using addressAlice. If both conditions are true, the system will show all 
information of Alice; otherwise, it only filters and displays PIAlice and 
QIAlice to doctor’s computer. 

Step of authentication: If Alice is willing to share current consul-
tation to research institutions, she needs to store EHR in her contract 
account using the hospital computer Alice must insert the smart card 
into the device and key in PWAlice. The system reveals PIAlice’||QIAlice’ = h 
(PWAlice)⊕P1

Alice and P4
Alice’. Subsequently, the system verifies whether 

P4
Alice’ = P4

Alice. If it holds, the system obtains SSNAlice and further uses it 
to search for EHRAlice in its database. Next, the system calculates EHRde 
Alice for de-identification and sign the signature ESKHospital (EHRde Alice). 
Also, Alice signs and stores ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (Ede Alice)) with 
the corresponding certificate, which includes PKAlice, to medical block-
chain on the basis of addressAlice. 

3.2.3. Emergency situation 
Emergency situation expresses that a patient requires an emergent 

treat without login procedure by himself/herself, such as a comatose 
state happens. Hence, the healthcare worker is able to search the pre-
vious EHR of the patient. The detail steps are shown in the following. 
Note that only the authorized emergency healthcare worker has the 
ability to acquire the data. 

Step of login: The healthcare worker inserts Alice’s smart card into 
the hospital device. Next, the diagnosis system obtains P4

Alice from the 
smart card. Consequently, the healthcare worker is able to search 
EHRAlice through the index P4

Alice from database. If the search outcomes 
are positive, the system will send PIAlice, QIAlice, and EHRAlice to doctor 
computer; otherwise, it shows fail message, which means that the pa-
tient Alice is determined as the first consultation. 

After that, the emergency patient can obtain a cure which is the same 
procedure as the step 2 of Section 3.2.1. Note that the steps 3 and 4 of 
Section 3.2.1 do not be conducted since the sharing willingness of the 
patient is considered as negative under comatose status. 

4. Performance analysis

In this section, we evaluate the achievement and privacy of medical
blockchain. We first introduce the application scenario in Section 4.1. 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of registration phase.  
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According to the following assumptions of one-way hash function and 
asymmetric elliptic curve cryptosystem, we then explain how to resist 
malicious attacks and confirm the achievements in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, 
respectively. Efficiency discussions are given in Section 4.4. Lastly, the 
formal proof is given in Section 4.5. 

Assumption of one-way hash function [28] 
Input an arbitrarily size message m into h(.), it is easy to obtain a 

fixed size of output y = h(m). The security of one-way hash function 
depends on the following properties. 

(1) The preimage resistance: Given an output y = h(m), it is impos-
sible to derive m from y.  

(2) The second preimage resistance: Given m, it is computational 
infeasible to find h(m) = h(m’), where m ∕= m’.  

(3) Collision resistance: Given m and h(m), it is computational 
infeasible to find m’ such that h(m) = h(m’). 

Assumption of asymmetric elliptic curve cryptosystem [22] 
An elliptic curve based asymmetric cryptosystem is used to secure 

the digital signature used in the new mechanism. The security of the new 
method is inherited from that of current blockchain network, which 
relies on the difficulty of compromising elliptic curve discrete logarithm 
problem. 

4.1. Application scenario 

In this subsection, we introduce an application scenario to show how 
the new method can enable Alice to protect EHRAlice and share EHRde 
Alice to the medical blockchain. For the first time Alice heads to a hos-
pital, she has to insert the smart card and corresponding password 
determined in the registration phase. A legal password string can lay out 
a hash value of personal information which is the same as that kept in 
the smart card. According to the identical comparison result, Alice could 
be verified by the hospital. The smart contract pseudo code of regis-
tration phase is shown in Algorithm 2. 

After the diagnosis, Alice can decide to release the grant of sharing 
EHRAlice. If it is positive, Alice has to enter her password so that the 
hospital can further remove her relevant data to obtain EHRde Alice; 
thus, achieving the de-identification in accordance with HIPAA. EHRde 

Alice is then uploaded to her smart contract and broadcasted to the 
medical blockchain. The corresponding pseudo code of diagnosis is 
displayed in Algorithm 3. 

As all the information related to Alice have been eliminated from 
EHRde Alice, the privacy of Alice can be firmly guaranteed. That is, 
authorized researchers can freely access the data through the medical 
blockchain without contacting the hospital. Moreover, the anonymity of 
blockchain can ensure that no one can link the data to a specific patient, 
while the immutability can confirm the correctness of medical data. 

In case that Alice has to see a doctor in another hospital, the doctor 
can apply addressAlice to find EHRde Alice to learn the medical informa-
tion without persistent checking. This can help Alice saving time and 
cost to obtain a complete diagnosis. 

4.2. Analysis of potential attacks 

Here we analyze how to resist impersonation and replay attacks in 
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively. 

4.2.1. Impersonation attack 
Assume that a malicious attacker Eve has stolen the smart card of 

Alice and tried to impersonate Alice to obtain a diagnosis. In login step 
of the diagnosis phase, Eve has to offer a password string to generate h 
(PIAlice’||QIAlice’). Without the correct password, however, it is compu-
tationally infeasible for Eve to achieve h(PIAlice’||QIAlice’) = h(PIAlice|| 

Fig. 5. The flowchart of the diagnosis phase.  

Algorithm 2 
Registration phase.  

Input: SSNAlice, PIAlice, QIAlice, and PWAlice 

Output: Smart card 
Begin 
1. HCA computes the following values and embeds into the smart card. 
2. P1

Alice 

3. P2
Alic 

4. P3
Alice 

5. PKAlice 

6. addressAlice 

7. P4
Alice 

8. Return smart card. 
End  
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QIAlice) under the assumption of one-way hash function. Thus, Eve 
cannot succeed in pretending Alice to have treatment in the hospital. 

4.2.2. Replay attack 
Suppose that Eve is able to intercept the data Alice uploaded to the 

medical blockchain in authentication step of diagnosis phase. In case 
that she wants to replay the data uploading to blockchain for disturbing 
the correctness of medical data, she has to solve the problem of an 
overdue timestamp. It is due to that the replayed transaction has to pass 
the validness checking. To renew a current timestamp in the transaction, 
nevertheless, it is computational infeasible without the private key of 
Alice based on the assumption of asymmetric elliptic curve cryptosys-
tem. Consequently, we can confirm that Eve must fail in replaying a 
transaction uploading. 

4.3. Achievement evaluation and comparisons 

In Section 4.3.1, we explain the achievements of the new method in 
terms of data privacy complying with HIPAA regulation [29]. Next, the 
comparisons with related works are discussed in Section 4.3.2 [11–13]. 

4.3.1. Data privacy discussion complying with HIPAA regulation 
To confirm the data privacy of patient, we have designed the new 

method according to HIPAA regulations. As defined in the regulation, a 
patient is able to grant personal EHRs to specific entity. In authentica-
tion step of diagnosis phase, Alice can upload and share her EHRde Alice 
to medical blockchain indeed. Furthermore, the de-identification stan-
dard is defined in HIPAA regulation. That is, researchers shall not be 
able to learn the real identity of an EHR even they can freely access data 
from medical blockchain. Here we first follow the anonymity of block-
chain to incise the relationship of transaction and real identity of 
uploader. As to the health data shared on medical blockchain, we have 
eliminated PIAlice from EHRAlice. to form EHRde Alice. No doubt that 
EHRde Alice is the final data uploaded to the blockchain. More precisely, 
it contains no information about true status of Alice. Compared with 
traditional de-identification mechanism [29], enlarging the scale of 
medical item or removing specific attribute are no longer necessary in 
the new mechanism. All important information can be kept to contribute 
to the medical researches. 

Here we focus on four technical safeguards of HIPAA and explain 
each protection mechanism for EHR. 

Access control: The access control is to manage the authority of EHR. 
Only the valid user has the ability to ask for EHR data. This control has 
three essential security specifications, as mentioned in Section 2.1.2.  

(1) Unique user identification: This specification means that each 
identity of patient shall be unique. During the registration phase 
of the proposed scheme, SSN of each patient has the feature of 
matchless so that the applied smart card is unique, as shown in 
the Section 3.1. The duplicated identities shall not exist in the 
system.  

(2) Emergency access procedure: This procedure represents that the 
hospital member is able to access patient’s EHR even during 
emergency, as explained in the Section 3.2.3.  

(3) Encryption and decryption: This specification indicates that the 
data of EHR shall be protected by secure encryption and 
decryption method. During the proposed scheme, the doctor will 
sign the patient’s EHR by his/her private key in the step of Sec-
tion 3.2, ESKDoctor (EHRAlice). 

Hence, our scheme has complied the property of access control in 
HIPAA.  

• Integrity: This feature is to ensure that an EHR cannot be tampered
through executing the policy and procedure. In the proposed scheme,
the record transmitted to medical block has to be verified by public
key, the DPKAlice (ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice))) ?= EHRde
Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice) and DPKHospital (ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)) ?=
EHRde Alice, as shown in the step 4 of Section 3.2.1 and the
authentication step of Section 3.2.2. Consequently, we can reach the
feature of integrity in HIPAA.

• Person or entity authentication: This rule implies that the person or
entity who applies to access EHR data must be authenticated via the
corresponding identification. As to our scheme, the patient Alice
need to insert the smart card and enter password. Later, she is able to
access her EHR after successfully verification, which is mentioned in
the step 1 of Section 3.2.1 and the authentication step of Section
3.2.2 

• Transmission security: This rule is to protect EHR during trans-
mission procedure for preventing unauthorised user accessing. In the 
step 3 of Section 3.2.1 and authentication step of Section 3.2.2, the 
record transferred to medical blockchain has to be encrypted by 
private keys of patient Alice or hospital, ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital 

(EHRde Alice)) and ESKHospital (EHRde Alice). Therefore, we have ach-
ieved the requirement of transmission security in HIPAA. 

4.3.2. Achievement comparison analysis 
To highlight the performance of the medical blockchain, we subse-

quently compare achievements of related works [11-13, 37] with those 
of ours in Table 4, including anonymity, confidentiality, availability, 
privacy, immutability, unforgeability, and integrity [32–33]. 

Anonymity: This property is to enable a patient to share medical 
data on the blockchain via an anonymous identity. Namely, the true 

Algorithm 3 
Diagnosis phase.   

Input: Smart card  

begin 
1. Alice inserts her smart card into the device and enters PWAlice. 
2. Hospital receives smart card and computes the following value. 
3. PIAlice’||QIAlice’ = h(PWAlice)⊕(P1

Alice) 
4. IF P4

Alice’= P4
Alice 

5. System displays PIAlice and QIAlice to the doctor’s computer. 
6. The doctor generates following values. 
7. EHRAlice = PIAlice||QIAlice||DC||t 
8. ESKDoctor (EHRAlice)
9. The doctor stores the following values into the hospital database. 
10. SSNAlice 

11. EHRAlice 

12. ESKDoctor (EHRAlice)
13. IF Alice is willing to share record 
14. Alice inserts her smart card into the device and enters PWAlice . 
15. IF PIAlice’||QIAlice’ = h(PWAlice)⊕(P1

Alice) 
16. System calculates following values. 
17. EHRde Alice= QIAlice||DC||t 
18. ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)
19. ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice))  
20. IF DPKAlice (ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice))) == EHRde Alice||ESKHospital 

(EHRde Alice)
21. and DPKHospital (ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)) ?= EHRde Alic
22. The sharing of EHRde Alic is confirmed. 
End   

Table 4 
Achievement comparisons, Y: Yes, N: No, N/A: No mention.   

[11] [12] [13] [37] Ours 

Anonymity Y N/A Y Y Y 
Confidentiality N Y N Y Y 
Availability Y Y Y Y Y 
Privacy N/A N/A N/A N/A Y 
Immutability Y N N Y Y 
Unforgeability Y N N Y Y 
Integrity Y N N Y Y 
Blockchain-based N N N N Y  
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identity needs not to be public or verified. In [11, 13, 37], the authors 
have employed digital signature algorithms to authenticate the user, but 
the private key cannot be connected with the true identity. Thus, these 
two methods can preserve the anonymity requirement. As to [12], the 
anonymity is not concerned in designing the system so that it is improper 
to check this. Regarding to the new method, we have adopted the private 
key of elliptic curve asymmetric cryptosystem to verify user. Note that 
the private key is irrelevant to the true identity of Alice. Researchers are 
able to obtain the medical data from the blockchain, but they cannot 
learn the relationship between EHRde Alice and Alice under the 
assumption of elliptic curve cryptosystem. As shown in Table 4, the 
anonymity can only be confirmed in [11, 13] and the new method. 

Confidentiality: This essential is to ensure that only an authorized 
user can access data. In [11], it is unable to resist a collusion attack 
launched by a set of cloud users; thus, leading to the leakage of personal 
information [30]. Concerning to [12], the polynomial interpolating 
strategy is applied to achieve that only granted users can access infor-
mation. Thus, medical data could be secure to confirm the confidenti-
ality. Nevertheless, it has been pointed in [14] that a man-in-the-middle 
attack might be successfully mounted in [13]. That is, an attacker may 
be able to violate the confidentiality to illegally learn personal data. In 
[37], the MedGreen Communication authentication algorithm is applied 
to achieve that only authorized users can access the information. Thus, 
medical data can be secured to confirm the feature of confidentiality. As 
to the medical blockchain used in the new mechanism, it belongs to the 
type of consortium blockchain, in which the members only include pa-
tient, hospital, and research center. More precisely, only these con-
sortium members are allowed to access EHRde Alice on the blockchain. 
We thus conclude that the confidentiality can be ensured in the new 
mechanism, as listed in Table 4. 

Availability: The availability is to examine the functionality of the 
system. In [11, 12, 13, 37], all the methods rely on the cloud storage to 
keep data. Moreover, the backup strategy is employed to enhance the 
data availability. Regarding this issue, the new method has uploaded all 
data to medical blockchain, which is a distributed environment and each 
node has a copy of whole data. In case that a computer has been out of 
function, the system is still alive, and so is the medical record. As dis-
played in Table 4, we have derived that related works and the new 
mechanism are able to confirm this property. 

Privacy: This is for confirming the privacy regulation of HIPAA. The 
patient has right to understand the usage of his/her EHR, and each EHR 
shall follow the de-identification standard. In [11-13, 37], all research 
data are transmitted in cipher text during the sharing procedure. How-
ever, the de-identification of privacy regulation is not considered in 
these methods. As to the proposed scheme, the patient is endowed with 
the right of EHR management during the authorization of diagnosis in 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Also, the researcher is unable to learn the true 
identity of a specific patient based on the de-identification process and 
the feature of anonymity. Thus, the new method can reach the property 
of privacy, as displayed in Table 4. 

Immutability: This issue is to guarantee that no one can tamper the 
data content. In [11], a user can apply the public key to verify the 
received message. Unless an attacker is able to compromise the asym-
metric cryptosystem, it is computationally infeasible to tamper the data 
signed by the corresponding private key. For [12], the authors have 
employed the polynomial interpolating algorithm to encrypt and share 
the message on the cloud. Once an attacker has tampered the cipher text, 
the user still might be able to extract a meaningful plain text. Conse-
quently, the immutability cannot be ensured in [12]. On the other hand, 
researchers have shown that the method of [13] is vulnerable to the 
message tampering attack [14]; thus, leading to violating this essential. 
In [37], the authentication algorithm depends on elliptic curve con-
struction method and HMAC technique. Unless an attacker can 
compromise the elliptic curve algorithm, it is computationally infeasible 
to tamper the data signed by the corresponding private key. As to the 
data on medical blockchain, the immutability has been inherited from 

the original blockchain network. That is, an attacker Eve must fail to 
disturb the correctness of medical data via tampering EHRde Alice unless 
she is able to modify the same data block stored in 51% blockchain 
nodes, which has offered the evidence that the new method is able to 
guarantee the immutability, as shown in Table 4. 

Unforgeability: This property is to confirm that a pair of data and 
corresponding signature cannot be forged. In [12], a malicious attacker 
Eve is able to make up and encrypt a message through the polynomial 
interpolating algorithm. Since the receiver is unable to check the mes-
sage validity, this essential cannot be preserved. This situation also 
happens in [13] as attacker Eve can generate a pair of content and 
corresponding signature. As to [11, 37] and the new method, Eve is 
unable to construct the valid signature of data without the private key 
under the assumption of asymmetric elliptic curve cryptosystem. This 
has demonstrated that the essential can be realized in these two 
methods. 

Integrity: This feature indicates that the stored data is unable to be 
tampered. Besides, the malicious attacker cannot forge the real trans-
ferred data. In [12], the transferred data may suffer from the tampering 
attack during data sharing phase. As to [13], the method has been 
pointed out that it might encounter the man-in-the-middle attack and 
data tampering attack [14]. The reason is that the server does not check 
the registration data from user in [13]. Hence, [12–13] cannot ensure 
the property of data integrity. Conversely, [11, 37] and the proposed 
scheme carefully verify the transferred message. When the record 
transmitted to medical blockchain, it must to be authenticated by the 
public key, the DPKAlice (ESKAlice (EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice))) ?=
EHRde Alice||ESKHospital (EHRde Alice) and DPKHospital (ESKHospital (EHRde Alice)) 
?= EHRde Alice, as shown in the step 4 of Section 3.2.1 and the 
authentication step of Section 3.2.2. Therefore, we can accomplish the 
integrity both in the situations of storing data and transferring data. 

Blockchain-based: This feature presents the implementation of 
medical record sharing platform maintained by point to point (P2P) 
architecture, blockchain network. In [11-13, 37], all of these researches 
are based on the centralized server in the cloud environment. The 
centralization server might result in potential security issues and effi-
ciency bottleneck. On the contrary, we build up a distributed mechanism 
using blockchain. The medical blockchain is maintained by all partici-
pants. It is hard for malicious attacker to modify the medical record until 
he/she can change 51% of blockchain points. 

4.4. Efficiency discussions 

In the following, we demonstrate the practicability of medical 
blockchain. Here we evaluate the computational overheads of registra-
tion and diagnosis phases to prove that the new mechanism can be 
realized in current environment of hospital. Simulations are conducted 
in Python with a personal computer running Windows 10 64-bit. It is 
equipped with an Intel Core i5–650 3.2-GHz with 4 G RAM, which is a 
common device used in a hospital. 

All the operations and time overheads are listed in Table 5, where 
notations are defined as follows. TXOR is the time cost of an exclusive-or 
operation, Th denotes the overhead of a one-way hash function, TEECC 

represents the time spent for an elliptic curve encryption, and TDECC 

means the time required in performing an elliptic curve decryption. 
Meanwhile, we compare the overall spending time cost with related 
works [11, 13] in Table 6. 

As to [11], it executes one time Th and four times Th in user regis-
tration and user revocation, which cost 0.0025 ms and 0.01 ms, 

Table 5 
Execution time.  

TXOR Th TEECC  TDECC  

0.0002ms 0.0025ms 49.1621ms 0.0099ms  
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respectively. Following it spends 2TEECC + 4Th = 98.3342 ms in file 
generation stage and takes TEECC+ 9Th = 49.1846 ms in file deletion 
phase. Next, [11] performs the file access stage by spending TEECC+ TDECC 

= 49.1721 ms. Therefore, it totally requires 196.7033 ms. Regarding to 
[13], it contains registration, file upload, and file download phases. Each 
of phase takes 3TEECC+ 2Th + 2TDECC = 147.5501 ms, 5TEECC+ 3Th +

1TDECC = 245.8254 ms, and TEECC+ 2TDECC = 49.1819 ms, respectively. 
To accomplish a user registration of our proposed scheme, it requires 

three exclusive-or operations and two one-way hash functions. Thus, 
HCA has to spend 3TXOR + 2Th = 0.0056 ms. As to the diagnosis stage, 
the hospital has to perform one exclusive-or operation and two hash 
functions to confirm the login of Alice in Step 1. It needs TXOR +2Th =

0.0052 ms in total. After the diagnosis, the doctor has to execute one 
elliptic curve encryption in Step 2, which costs TEECC = 49.1621 ms. In 
case that Alice is willing to share her medical data EHRde Alice to the 
blockchain, the hospital device has to perform two exclusive-or opera-
tions, two hash functions, and two elliptic curve encryptions, which 
resulting in spending 2TXOR + 2Th + 2TEECC = 98.3296 ms. Totally, it 
requires 0.0052 + 49.1621 + 98.3296 = 147.4969 ms in completing a 
diagnosis. Aside from that, a miner only needs to perform two elliptic 
curve decryption to verify the transaction uploaded by Alice, where 
2TDECC = 0.0198 ms. Through these simulation results, it is not difficult 
to learn the fact that it needs no more than 147.5 ms for hospital device 
with i5–650 processor to finish a patient diagnosis. This has offered the 
evidence that the new mechanism can be applied to current hospital 

environment without device upgrading. Also, the effectiveness feature is 
obviously superior to that of [11, 13]. 

4.5. Formal proof analysis 

We have adopted the Automated Validation of Internet Security 
Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) to prove the security of our pro-
posed medical blockchain, which is widely used to verify the properties 
of robustness and authentication for a protocol [36]. The version of 
AVISPA for simulation is the Security Protocol Animator version 1.6 
(SPAN 1.6) installed on Ubuntu10.10-light workstation with an 
Intel-Core-i5 CPU running at 2 GHz with 2GB of RAM, as shown in Fig. 6. 

AVISPA uses High Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) to 
explain the environment, session, two roles, and goal of our mechanism, 
as shown in Figs. 7(A)-(E). During the simulation, the replay attack, 
impersonation attack, and server spoofing attack are used to examine 
the strong authentication features in each transmitted message. In Fig. 9 
(E), we verified the confidential properties of generated data, including 
step 1 of Sections 3.1, sec_1 ~ sec_4, steps 2–3 of Section 3.2, sec_5 ~ 
sec_9. At the same time, the transferred data are checked, consisting of 
step 1 of Section 3.1, auth_1 ~ auth_4, and step 2 of Section 3.1, auth_5 
~ auth_8. The Constraint-Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-ATSE) and 
On-the-Fly-Model-Checker (OFMC) are used to analyze whether the 
proposed mechanism is secure or not. There are two models and one 
mode adopted in CL-ATSE, where typed model contains the whole types 
of parameters, un-typed model has only generic-kind parameters, and 
verbose mode depicts the attacking trace once the protocol is insecure. 
On the other hand, OFMC processes the protocol by modularization. 
Consequently, the outcomes of CL-ATSE and OFMC are safe and secure 
against the Internet attack, as shown in Figs. 8(A)-(C) and 9. 

Table 6 
Execution time.  

Related works [11] [13] Ours 

Time 196.7033ms 442.5574ms 147.4969ms  

Fig. 6. AVISPA SPAN 1.6 simulation.  
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5. Conclusion

In this article, the blockchain and smart contract have been adopted
to design a medical data sharing mechanism, which can accomplish 

seven fundamental properties of a secure medical data sharing platform. 
The leakage problem of patient data on the cloud platform can be firmly 
avoided. The anonymity and immutability of blockchain are used to 
preserve the patient privacy and keep the correctness of health data, 

Fig. 7. HLPSL code.  
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respectively; thus, leading to integrating cross-hospital diagnosis and 
enhancing research precision. Even the patient occurs the emergency 
situation, the first responder is able to access the his/her EHR smoothly. 
Aside from complying with HIPAA regulations and cybersecurity 
framework to share medical data, simulation results have demonstrated 
that medical blockchain can be implemented in current hospital devices 
to achieve the practicability. Moreover, we simulate the formal verifi-
cation tool, AVISPA, to prove the robustness of our proposed 

mechanism. In the future work, we focus on access control of EHRs to 
achieve a more feasible data management, including partial-grant, full- 
grant, and proxy-grant of medical data. 
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